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Like many. I am forced to break the law to treat my terminally ill wife. She has had four operations
one bout of radio and her stage 3 oligodendroglioma is back. with the only option is to have radical
surgery with Dr Teo, this they say at best will extend her life, but she would never remember the day
before, at best. This is not an option in any ones books. We have to use the last resort, why it is the
last resort, cannabis. The tumour post last op. grew 22mm in7 months.. after cannabis oil. stable.
slight contrast increase, and this is with low dose hi THC D9 , as my wife taking it orally found it to
psychoactive, so now uses suppository.. even if this was not the case, the tumour is now stable. then
the appetite increase, and being able to sleep is a plus, as any of the pharm drugs take too much
away from her quality of life.. Yasmin is a nurse, a wife. a mother to two teenage boys, why do we
have to break the law. America, Israel, etc etc, have done the tests. and I urge u to research why
it was made illegal in the first place. and most if not all of us know, has always been propaganda. It
was outlawed so Dupont and others could line their pockets, and pollute our earth with plastic and
chemicals.
I note that most of the ,, no we are not going to change the law because. it makes u mental adictive
bad for health is all a lie.. I urge you to take the time to watch a documentary called, The true history
of marijuana, and follow up with some research to make sure the facts stated in the video are
correct, which they are. I am , and will remain a criminal to save my wife's life, as well as many
others.
It is high time that the politicians actually did the research on the history of it and not just go with
the banter that has been rolled out since the early 60 when Mr Anslinger got the U.N> to outlaw it..
When American congress voted on the bill to outlaw marijuana, they didn't know marijuana and
cannabis were even the same thing.. as marijuana had been demonized because of the mexicans
using that word for death weed, , at the time when congress voted in the bill to outlaw
cannabis/marijuana, , they didn't even know it was the same plant... most of the farmers cropped it.
12.5 tonnes of bio mass an acre, 4 times a year, just for starters.. etc etc...
This issue needs to be sorted and quick smart, I know police officers who grow it in qld for sick loved
ones, I know 80 year old who have grow rooms for their loved ill family.. this is wrong that we / they
are all briminals.. just for growing a plant that should never have been made illegal in the first place..
all due to people that had just invested in big pharm and chem companies could get more zero's on
the end of their bank balance...
Even president Nixon funded a study to find that cannabis gave u lung cancer.. unfortunately, the s
study returned a finding , that not only did smoking, yes smoking cannabis not give you lung cancer,
it improved your lung capacity..
Just the amount of antidepressant and other bad chemicals now reaching our water ways in extreme
amounts,, would diminish greatly with the introduction of legal cannabis.
Look at Colorado, Washington etc et. the revenue, les traffic accidents. less death due to overdose..
less hard drug use. lower unemployment, and the list goes on and on and on.
Our qld farmers would have an income if there was legal cannabis, less water no pesticides etc etc.
Not only would this help save terminally ill but the over all benefits are miriad.
I thank you for your time

